ABSTRACT: Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are forward error-correction and linear block codes. An LDPC code can be described by a bipartite graph called Tanner graph [1] . Loops, especially short loops in tanner graph, degrade the performance of LDPC decoder, because they affect the independence of the extrinsic information exchanged in the iterative decoding. In this paper, based on graph theory and Tanner graph, the loop structure in LDPC codes are studied carefully, a new notion, cut-node tree, is proposed to describe LDPC codes. Cut-node tree has full information of Tanner graph.
INTRODUCTION
In coding theory, Tanner graph, named after Michael Tanner, is a bipartite graph used to state constraints or equations which specify error correcting codes [2] . See Fig.1 . They are used to construct longer codes from smaller ones. Both encoders and decoders employ these graphs extensively [3] [4] . 
Where ij α denotes a normalization constant,
. See Fig.3 [8] . 
THEORY OF CUT-NODE TREE
In order to solute loops of LDPC code, avoiding repeated information iteration. Tanner graph is re-drew as following principle: Choosing an element '1' in H, its variable (or check) node considered root node, check (or variable) nodes connected to the variable (or check) node as 1 st order child-nodes, a current node, once appearance in ancestor node or sibling node, will be cut and forbid to grow and become an end node like a leaf, but not a leaf actually. And so forth, at last a cut-node tree can be got. If all nodes are connected, a single cut-node tree can be got, otherwise it is forest. Repeating this process until all end nodes are either cut-nodes or leaf nodes. See HH is mark matrix, when a node appears in graph, the element in HH changes to zero; every element is zero in HH represents end of algorithm.
IMPLEMENT OF PRINCIPLE AND RESULTS
First, a node (variable node or check node), for instance, variable node
, should be chosed as root node, its son nodes are those which connect to it, according to this principle, all child-nodes can be obtained. This process can be implemented by computer simulation in matlab's cell array, and express H by means of cut-node tree [6] . So，searched by a computer, all loops and features of Eq.5 can be get by this algorithm. See Table 1 . Here, H is just a situation of single tree, with 15 cut-nodes, no leaf node and 16 loops. In a graph with cycle，Cut-node tree graph can be got by cutting all loops, See Fig.5 . Cut-node tree has all characters with Tanner graph. Further, Message-passing form for cut-node tree abides by following rule:
In a tree, Message-passing fellows a two-pass form, first sweeping upwards from leaves to a node designated as the root. (See Fig.6 ) be expressed by a certain matrix by matlab's cell array. By computer simulation, cut-node tree can get right answer and gives out method to calculate loops of LDPC codes and cut-node tree graph, and message passing algorithm over cut-node tree can avoid repeated iteration of information. The results assist to further research on related field.
